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BiblioGov. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 48 pages.
Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.Senators and Representatives are frequently asked to support or
sponsor proposals recognizing historic events and outstanding achievements by individuals or
institutions. Among the various forms of recognition that Congress bestows, the Congressional Gold
Medal is often considered the most distinguished. Through this venerable tradition, the occasional
commissioning of individually struck gold medals in its name, Congress has expressed public
gratitude on behalf of the nation for distinguished contributions for more than two centuries. Since
1776, this award, which initially was bestowed on military leaders, has also been given to such
diverse individuals as Sir Winston Churchill and Bob Hope, George Washington and Robert Frost,
Joe Louis and Mother Teresa of Calcutta. Most recently, a Congressional Gold Medal was awarded
to internationally recognized physician and surgeon Dr. Michael Ellis DeBakey. Members of
Congress and their staff frequently ask questions concerning the nature, history, and contemporary
application of the process for awarding Gold Medals. This report responds to congressional
inquiries concerning this process, and includes a historical examination and chronological list of
these awards. It is intended to assist Members of Congress and...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to start on reading through but extremely fun to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this
one. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Aliya  Fr a necki-- Aliya  Fr a necki

A brand new eBook with a new standpoint. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read again once again down the road. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V
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